Academic Office Building
1-2-3-4 Start up

1 Touch the blank screen and then press the Power button to turn on the projector.

2 Plug your device into the correct connection on the table. (NOTE: In some rooms the cables are going to be routed from beneath the eliminating this panel.) You can use the VGA or HDMI.

3 Once you have it plugged in and a signal is running to the projector, the top left circle above the laptop button should turn green if you plugged it in through VGA or HDMI. Click the button on the panel to turn on the projector and it should be projecting on the screen.

4 After you’re done using the projector please turn it off by hitting the power button on the bottom right hand corner of the panel, and confirming again on the next screen.

Any questions please call Randy Nozawa at 255-5163.